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                	company
                  
	products
						3D AND PANORAMIC IMAGING SYSTEMS
                  	xgenus Lïra
	xgenus Arïes


                  
	INTRAORAL X-RAY UNIT
                  	xgenus


                  
	INTRAORAL SENSOR
                  	xgenus Vega


                  
	IMAGING SOFTWARE
                  	AIS 5



      


  
	Contacts
	Work with us
	Login/Registration 
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All-in-one

A complete upgradable imaging solution for PAN, CBCT and CEPH, with a full set of available exams to fit all your needs
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Accurate

The outstanding sharpness of its images ensures the reliability of your diagnosis
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Digital workflow ready

In combination with DeGIS, it’s the ideal solution for virtual surgery planning
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outstanding ease of use

AIS 5 allows you to streamline your clinical workflow from acquisition to diagnosis and treatment.
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easy integration

AIS 5 can seamlessly be integrated in any existing clinical workflow.
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wide range of applications

A unique tool for CBCT navigation, treatment planning and surgical guide design
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smart as you are

Arïes technology is enclosed in a stunning and compact design
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crystal clear images

It’s the perfect companion for the most exigent practitioners
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comfort for you and your patient

Arïes is designed to ensure the best comfort for you and your patient
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Reliable technology

Great beam quality for the best images
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High flexibility

A world of possible configurations and an amazing lightness
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Clean design

Fresh, elegant design and high user-friendliness
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high performances

CMOS technology ensuring high quality images
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multi-layer technology

Highly technological solutions to improve your outcomes
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wide range of applications

Xgenus Vega is available in different configurations to satisfy any clinical need
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                    values

                    Since 1985 we are manufacturer of advanced x-ray technologies for dental imaging.
 This is our tradition. This is our know-how.
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                    vision

                    Lead a rising innovation process of our products through a strong commitment to R&D, a close co-operation with KOLs and high resilience to the market changes.
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                   mission

                    Provide a superior image quality in dental diagnostic imaging by developing state-of-the-art medical devices for dentists and surgeons.
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                  AC and DC X-RAY Generators

                

                
                  
                      11-02-2020

                

                
                  CONVENTIONAL AC GENERATORS  The mains alternating current (50 Hz) is applied to a circuit (basically a step-up transformer) which elevates it f ...
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                    Pragmatism, responsibility and growth are the values you will find when you work with us. You will be motivated by the company’s continual drive for excellence, innovation and pursuit of new challenges.
view more
                  

                

              

      



      
     
        
          
            
              Company info

                            De Götzen S.r.l. a socio unico
Attività di direzione e coordinamento di Finapolline S.A.S.
PEC: degotzen@pec.degotzen.net
CF: 01321570127
P.IVA: 02541660128
CAPITALE SOCIALE: 7.170.000€ i.v.
            

            
              Links

              	Work with us
	Privacy Policy
	Cookie Policy
	Whistleblowing


            


            
              Contacts

              	
                  	Address
	Strada Provinciale Busto-Cassano n.3 - 21054 Fagnano Olona (VA) Italia


                
	
                  	Phones
	
                      	+39 0331 376760
	+39 0331 376763 (FAX)


                    


                
	
                  	Opening hours
	Mon-Fri: 08:00 - 18:00
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